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The University of Illinois Study

of the Differential Effects 'cif
Five Preschool Programs*

Merle-B. Karnes

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
EDUCATION /I WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION

THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRO-
DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIGIN
ATING IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINION:,
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE-
SENT OFFICIAL NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

In 1965 we undertook a study to deternine the differential effects of
five presdhool Interventions. Assessment of differences Was evaluated through
batteries of standardized tests administered prior to the intervention,
following the presdhool year, and at the end of the kindergarten year. In
addition, the effects of three of these programs were evaluated over a five-
year period.

The classroom programs in the five model preschool intervention studies
were chosen on theoretical as well as practical bases. One majortonsideration
was degree of structure along a continuum from the traditional nuraery to the
highly structured preschool. The nature of teacher-Child interaction was con-
sidered to be the critical dimension of structure:as the specificity and inten-
sity of this interaction increased, so did the degree of structure. Two pro-
grams (Traditional (K2) and Community-Integrated) represented the less struCtured
end of the continuum, a third (Montessori) embodied an established theory
whiCh included much that can be identified with a child-centered or traditional
approach and a methodology which incorporated considerable structure; the
fourth (Karnes Elq) and the fifth (Bereiter-Engelmann B-E ) prograns fell1
at the highly structured'end of the continuum.

Comparability was initially sought by identif7ing 75 children who met age
(CA 4-0), income, family history, and no previous preschool experience criteria.
In addition, children were administered the Stanford-Binet Individual Intel,-
ligence Test, Form L-M, and stratified into three groups on the basis of these
IQ results (100+, 90-99, 76-89). Children were then assigned to classes such
that there was comparability of IQ, sex (50 percent-50 percent), and race
(67 percent Black and 33 percent White). Finally, each class unit was randomly
assigned to a particular intervention group-B-E (1 class), Ri (2 classes),
r (2 classes).
'2

During the second year of the project the previous P rocedures for place-
ment of children uere followed, resulting in comparable groups assigned as
follows: B-E (1 class), Montessori (1 class), and Community-Integrated (a
total of sixteen children assigned to middle-clasn community preschools). A
multivariate analysis of covariance was then used as the basic statistical
technique for analyzing the data..

After tuyo years, then, there were two classes each (N=15 per class) of the
B-E, K1, and the K2 programs and one class each of the Montessori and Community-
Integrated. The Community-Integrated, Montessori, and Bereiter-Engelmann
programs were directed bytheir Own staffs. I directed the Ki and K2 programs.
In each program, children attended daily nessions of approximately two hours
and lifteen-minutes,-five-days per-week,-for a-period of-no-less-than-seven
nor more than eight months.. .

POI*Adapted from M. B. Karnes, Evaluation and implications of research wIth young
:handicapped and loU-incomechildren. In J. C. Stanley (ed.), Compensatory
Education for Children Ages Two to Eight: ReCent Studies of Educational
Intervention. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973, pp. 109-
144.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS AT THE
END OF THE PRESCHOOL YEAR

The two highly structure programs (Ki and B-E) demonstrated a substantial
mean gain (14 points) in intelledtual functioning /Q, see Fig. 1) at
the end of the first year (7- to 8-month interval). No child in either of

-',these two programs failed to make an IQ gain; 92 percent 'of the children in
the K. program and 74 percent Of the Children in the gtolip fell into the
above-average intelligende strata. The other three experimental grOvpings
Made more modest mean gains (5 to 8 points), and fram 14 to 24 percent of
these childreh regressed.: Clearly, the test-two performance:of the K1 and
137! groups an the Stanford-Binet was superior to the performance of tfte Other
three groups.

On the intial assessment of language development (ITPA). the children in
this stUdy were most defici-int on 'the three subtests:reIated to verbal eXpressive

-abilities: Vocal Encoding, Apditoryltocal Automatic, and Auditory-Vhdal
Association. During the treatment period, dhildren in the K1 groUp eliminated
their initial major deficiencies on eadh of these threesubttsts (Fig.- 2),
While the B-E group eliminated a major deffdienty ontwo:of thesethree.subtests.
The K

2 group made troprovements in all three areas, but not to the extent of'
the B-E and K

1
groups. The performances of the CommUnityIntegrated-:and

Montessori groups on these three subtests were, at Ilic:Est, static. "-

The failure of the MOntessori Children temonstrate apprediable!progress
seers to invalidate the notion that the level Of Structure relates-to t4e .

progress made by the disadvantaged child. The Montessori program ProVided a high
degree of structure in terms of careful planning for the kinds of sensory-motax
activity thought appropriate to the development of an adequate base from which
language and cognitive skills arisei:aad these Provisions May be considered
comparable to the activities used to elicit verbal responses (the game format)

'

in the K1 program or to the pattern drill employed lmthe B-E prograM. The
Montesaori teadher provided a "preparerl environment," but did not systematically
engage the child in verbalizations or require such verbalizations as part of the
definition of productive involvement. This failure of the Montessori program
resulted, at least during the intervention interval, in somewhat regresSive

' language behavior. Structured emphasis on sensory-motor development without
similar concern for verbal development programmatically moves in the wrong
directton for the'disadvantaged child.

, The expectation'that children in the Community-Integrated groupwould
show.progreas equal to or greater than that Of the thildren in the K9 group
Tsas not subatintiated. The disadvantaged children in the: Community-/ntegrated
program failed to incorporate the language model-of their advantageelvers,
because they did not reciprocate in verbal interactionsat any significant
level. The progra6 of the K2 group, On the other-hand enSured that:the children

-7-responded7verbaIly-during certain actiVities. "Their teachers necetsdrily
accommodated these activitie6 to the verbal level of the children and
gradually developed more acceptable and extended responses. The progress
verbal expressive ability made by the children in the M2 program reflects this
accommodation.
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The very.real progress made by the .childrenHin the K2 progress mist be.-
viewed againstthe generally superior performance of the childrenin the'two
highly structured ptograms 01-E and c. The'.magnitude an&consistency of
the gains

. of the and.,B-E groups in intellectuai...functioning (Binet IQ):
cleailY endOrse the importance of proViding a setting in:which-the child:is

.

required to:make appropriateand-increasingly complex verbalizations. There
is some evidence that obtainingthete.verbalizations:.in conjunction with.

prOduciive, manipulative experiences (gi program) more effectively.developed
visual perceptual.skills (Frostig), as well as the viSual-motor skills
involved in,Ceitain ITPA:subtests (Visual Decoding,NiaUal-Mbtor.Sequencing,
and Motor Encoding). In addition, children mho Made Veibal responses.. concurrent
with meaningful, manipulative experiencenmore_effectively.inc6rporated syntac-:
tical constructs into their verbal repertoirey(Auditory-.VOcal AutomaiiC
subtest)... On the other ,hiad, verbal pattern drills (B-E. program.provided
uniqUeopportunities to develop the auditOry reception of structpred aapecte
of language (Auditory-Vocal Association and-Auditory Decoding subtests). :

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS AT TRE END
OF SECOND YEAR (KINDERGARTEN)

During their second year in the study, the children in the K2, Community-
Integrated, and Anntessori program6 attended a public kindergarten for a:.
half day where no.research intervention was made. In contrast, the Children
in the K

1 program attended public kindergarten in the morning and, in addition,
participated in a one-hour supportive program at the research center in the
afternoon. According to the researCh design, children in fhe 11:7E Program were
not to attend public kindergarten and were to return to the research center
for a half-day program.

At the end of the second year Of intervention, the performance of the
37E group in intellectual functioning (Binet IQ) was superior to that of the
other four groups (see Fig. 1). Only the children in the B-E group made a
substantial gain during the second yeat (6 points). The four groups that
attended public kindergarten the second year basically maintained the gains in
intellectual functioning made during the first year; typically, losses or gains
did not exceed 3 points. Although the supportive program for the Karnes
group (:1) wat unsuccessful in fostering. further IQ gains, it did result in
gains in-other areas.

4T the three groups who attended only pullic kindergarteu the second
year, the:Commmnity-Integrated and Montessori groups demonstrated the least
change on verbal exprestive abilities (Vocal. Encoding, Auditory-Vocal Automatic,
and Auditorr-Vocal Association). To simplify the reporting of these findings,
the cotbined means oZ these scores are presented graphicallY in FigUre 3. The

Hit2 group, although it had iahounrelatively good progress on these three subtests
during the presdhool year, tended to regress during,the kindergarten_yar.
The-Montessori group, on the other hand, which had demonstrated a regressive
pattern_the first.year,:,made substantial_gains_during-the-kindergarten-year.
The regressive performance during the second year of the Kl group is particularly
distressing, since these Children also i3ttended a one-hour supportive program
in reeding and arithmetic readiness. Note,.howe'mr, that language was not
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given primary emphasis the second year. The B-E group vas the only group
that showed continued and appreciable progress in language development over
the two-year period and was at or above its chronological age on the three
subtests related to verbal expressive abilities. As reported earlier, the
B-E children were provided with two-and-a-half hours daily of an intensive
program with major emphasis on language development. These results, together
with the results on intellectual fiinctioning, provide information to endorse
the need for continued special programming, especially in language.

On the assessment of school readiness (Metropolitan), the reading
readiness performance of the Kl group was significantly higher thaa those
of the other four groups. This result is rather surprising in view of the
B-E group's higher scores in intellectual functioning (Binet)and language
development (ITPA). The failure of the B-E group to achieve School readiness
scores superior to those of the other groups, especially the three groups
who attend public kindergarten only, is puzzling, since its curriculum
included an intensive two-year reading program beginning at age four. A
major intent of the Kl supportive program had been to prepare children for
formal reading instruciion, and this focus appropriately developed reading
readiness skills as measured by the Metropolitan te4,..,Thirty-eight percent
of the children in the K, program achieved a superior reading readiness status,
and 67 percent of the children in this group were rated high normal and above.
No child in the other four programs earned a superior rating, and from 15 to 31
percent of the Children in these groups were in the high normal range.
Nearly equal percentages of the.children in these four groups fell in the
high, average, and law ranges. The favorable reading prediction for the
large liumber of Children in theK, program is complemented by the few children
who received low normal ratings, Iess than one-fourth the percentage of any,
other group.

The one-hour supportive K
1
program was successful in fostering further

development of school readiness (Metropolitan). Only the B-E group made con-
sistent and continued progress in all areas over the two-year period. They
were also the only one of the five groups that had two and one-half hours per
day of special programming.

It seems clear that one year of presthool programming no matter how
immediately effective, did not equip disadvantaged children to maintain
performance in the kindergcrten. setting. Regardless of the progress made in
preschol by the four groups of children which attended public kindergarten,
their relative Performances deteriorated during the second year, which supports
the current belief that typical public school kindergarten pmramming for
diaadvantaged children is inappropriate. Since one of the principal findings
of the first year was that intensive teacher-child interaction is critical
to maximum language development, and since this kind of action is critical to
maximum language development, and sinCe this kind of interaction cannot occur

_with the teaching_ratio:ofthe_pUblic-kindergarten,7theAeterioration-in7language--
development is not surprising. Only children in the B-E program, which main7
-tained-a-low-pupia7teacher-ratio-and-intenSIVeTpdpiI=tiather interaction the
second year, made continuing progreas in'language development.
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During the first year of the study, the R1 programming was appropraite
and highly effective, and the children made remarkable progresa in all areas,
particularly those of initial inadequacy. This encouraging educational
prognosis contributed to a shift in emphasis from language developMent to
school readiness in the one-hour supportive program. The marked regression
in verbal expressive abilities experienced by these children during the
kindergarten year suggests that this shift in emphasis WAB ill advised or at
least premature. The additional one-hour supportive program did indeed promote
superior academic readiness, but failed to maintain the level of language
functioning achieved in the KI preschool.

Only the children who attended du: B-E preschool were provided low
pupil-teacher ratios and intensive language programming over, the two-year
period, and only these Children showed continued growth in all aspects of
fhe test battery. The second-year IQ gain of this group is particularly
encouraging, as are the remarkable two-year gains in verbal expressive
abilities. Only in the area of reading readiness did these children fail to
achieve superior performance. This study offers no direct evidence to
support the early introduction of reading instruction to disadvantaged
children.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS OF
-A FOLLOW-UP OF THREE OF THE FIVE PRESCHOOL

INTERVENTIONS OVER A THREE-YEAR,PERIOD

Follow-up data over three years were gathered on the IC.,) group (N=25),
the K

1 group (N=24), and the first class of the B-E group (n.lo).

School achievement at the end of the first grade was considered to be a
critical criterion in assessing program effectiveness. The reading achievement
of the KI and B-E groups, as measured by the California Achievement Tests, was
significantly higher than that of the K2 group. Two years of reading instruction
in the B-E program prior to first grade seems to have been only as effective
as the extensive readiness preparation in the Ei program in producing accelerated
reading development. This follow-up study provides little evidence to support
the introduction of early reading programs for disadvantaged children,

The K1 and B-E groups were significantly higher than the K2 group on
the California arithmetic test at the end of the firs -. grade, confirming the
prediction that the structured groups would better prepare the'children for
the more formal work of first-grade mathematics.

At the end of the third year of the study, when all children were
completing the first grade, there were no significant differences on Binet
perf-xmances among the three groups. There were no statistical differences
among the ITPA total performance ok the three groups at the end of the third
year of the study: All groups regressed during the first-grade year.

No intervention program was entirely successful in providing the impetus
necessary to sustain at the end of first grade the gains in intellectual
functioning and language development made during the preschool years. In
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--spite of:the-disappointments of aoMeof the longitudinal -data,--however, a major
accomplishment of this study .remains:. Seriouslearning deficits tot the disad-
vantaged thildren in the K

1
and B-E grot:ps wereeliMinated during the' preschool

.year. In the. B-.E.program,where an extensive intervention was sustained Over
a two-year period, continUed growth occurred. The-deterioration in language
and intelleCtual functioning whiCh occurred at the termination.of intensive-
programming suggests the need.for.tontinued intervention, characterized by-low
pupil7teather ratios whiCh make possible theinteraCtionnecessary'for language
.deNielopment and..which provide the..opportunity tO design and imOlement learning
.experiences to.athieve apecific objectives.

. Since .the intentof preschool intervention for.disadvantaged thilaren'is
to alter in tvositive ways later sdhool .performance,Hboth struCtured.programs..
(B-E and Kl) must be judged sUccessful. Virtually all of the. 'children in the
two structured programs weremaking.at..lease.adequate academic progresa... In
spite of tWo years oftraditional presdhool progr&Maiing, nearly half of the
children in the. 1(.2 group obtained California.AchieveMent .,TEst scores which

indicated sharply.limited School- achievement.' This differential. achieVement
level demonstrates the potential forschool success 'among disadvantaged
children which can be developed through structured preachool expieriences.

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
ON FOLLOW-UP THROUGH THE THIRD GRADE

OF THREE OF THE FIVE PROGRAMS

I will now present results and analyses of follow-up data at the end of
the third grade. The'differences among the group in intellectual functioning
as measured by the Stanford-Binet Individual Intelligente Scale had disappeared
by the end of the firat grade (test four) Figure 4.

The reading achievement of the three groups, as measured by the California
Achievement Test, reveals significant differeuces among the groups through
the third grade.as is noted in Figure 4. At-the end of the third grade, the
K group was significantly higher than the K

2.

and B-E groups, and the K. group
was at grade level. The B-E and K2 groups,wcre about one-fifth year below
grade level and the K1 group.

Generally, one can say from the longitudinal comparison of the three
programs that the two programs that were initially most successful had a high
level of verbal interactive behavior. These tWo programs '(KI ana B-E) were
highly structured and characterizeciby careful planning toward academic-
cognitive goals. At the end of the third grade, ho*ever, the one_program that
remained signifitantly higher than the other two in academic achievement waS the
K

1
prOgram. The difference between the two initially more effective programs

(B-E and X ) at the end Of the third grade may *ell be attributed to the greater
emphasis-on divergent-responses-and-teathing-for-transfer associated-With-the-K-
program.



The UniuRrsity of Illinois Study
of the Differential Effects of

Five Preschool Programs*
Merle B. Karnes

. The five programs of classroom intervéntiàn may be distinguished as
follows:

1. The major goals of the Traditional nursery school program ( K2 were to
promote the personal, social, motor, and general language development of the
children. Karnes directed the program and instructed the teachers to capitalize
on opportunities for incidental and informal learning, to encourage the
children to talk and to ask questions, and to stimulate their interest in
the world around them. Music and art activities were scheduled regularly. Therewas a daily story period. Outdoor play was a part of the daily routine; indoor
play focused on centers of interest. Through in-service training, the teachers
were-made aware of the strengths and weaknesses of disadvantaged children.
This preschool was modeled after the Child Development Laboratory program at
the University of Illinois.

2. The Community-Integrated program, operated at four neighborhood centers,
provided a traditional nursery school experiende similar to the one above.
These centers were licensed by the state and Were sponsored by community groups.
Classes were composed predominately of middle.- and upper-class Caucasian children.
Two to four disadvantaged children from the research pool attended tessions at
one of these four centers. Socioeconomic integration was the pertinent variable,
rather than racial integration, which was achieved in all programs. Central to
the altered classroom dynamics in the Community-Integrated.progralawas the
presence of an advantaged-peer language model in addition to the-teacher model
provided in all programs. To the extent that all children in a traditional
nursery school acquired language Itom each other, the Community-Integrated
program provided the oplimum setting for verbal development. Observational
data, however, revealed that the disadvantaged ere on the fringes and interacted
litzle verbally with the other children.

3. The Montessori program was administered by the local society, and staff
and ciassroom materials met Montessori standards. The daily schedule began
with a routine health Check and toileting. The group then met "on the line"
for conversation, songs, fingerplays, and exercises. The next half hour was
devoted to "spontaneous choice" of approved materials and was followed by a
second period on the line devoted to musical activities, stories, and games
A "practical life" demonstration, juice time, toileting, the silence exercise,
and tidying the classroom occupied the next half hour. The final tet or twenty
minutet of the session !Jere given over to playground activities or supervised
short walks. The specific nature of the "prepared environment" raised the level
of structure within the Montessori classroom beyond that of the two structure
within the Montessori classroom beyond that of the tWo traditional programs.

_The_Montessori-teacher-did-noti-howeveri-maintain-the-high-lev6I-of tpedifiC-
control over the actions of the children provided by tht.teachers in the two
highly structured programs. StruCtute in the Ilontessori program did not usually
deriVe from direct teacher-child interaction, but rather from the prescribed
manner in which the child learned from the materials. Observational data



reVealed that there -4AS very little verbal
:between children and adults an competed to
of BereiterEngelmann avad Karnes (K), and
(Traditienal) program.

interaCtion aMeng the children and
the tuo highly structured programs
to a mote limited extendithe

4. In the Karnes structured cognitiVe program MO, a.psycholinguistic
model derived from the clinital model of the Illinois test of PaYalolinguistic
Abilities was uge4 to guide instruetiOn. Since inadequate language represented
one of the greateat problem areas for the low-income chili:4 verbalizations in
tonjunetion with the manipulation of concmte materiale were considered to be
the moet effective Means of eetablishing new language responsee. Initially each
class was divided into three groups of five.children,on the basis of IQ and
teacher evall:ation. A. game format (card packs., lotto games, models and miniatures,
-sortingi:-matchingi-and classifying games) created situation's Where verbal resPonses
could be made repeatedly in a productive, meaningful conteXt without resorting
to rote repetition'. If the child was unable, tp make a verbal response, the
teacher supplied an appropriate model. When the child began to initiate the
responses, the teacher had the opportunity to correct, modify,: and expand his
verbalizations. Particular prominence was given to helping the child acquire
the effective information-protessing skills neededto copesuccepsfUlly with
school tasks (Karnes et al. 1972). Each teachei taught three tuenty-minute 7
structured periods to the same group of five children. The remainder of'
the morning was given to music, aret, directed play, snadk time, and rest.

5. In the Bereiter-Engelmann (B-'E) program (Bereiter & Engelmann 1966;
Bereiter 1972), intensive oral drill in verbarancrlogiCal.patterns was chosen
as the mode for instruction, since disadvantaged children were considered
adequate in perceptual and motoric skills but inadequate in'verbal and abstract
skills. Each B-E 7:lass was divided into small groups on the same basis as the
Ki group. Each of the three teachers conducted A tuenty-minute learning
(tanguage, arithmetic or reading) for he three groups. The general instruc-
tional strategy was that of the rule followed b; application. HA Verbal formula
was learned by rote and then applied to a series of anaoiogoub examples of
increasing difficulty.
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FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3

Combined'ITFA Verbal Expressivm
(Verbal Expression, Auditory. Vocal Automatic, Auditory Association)
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represents grade expectancy based on month of testing and initial
mean IQ of Kl.

**--*--0-76 represents grade expectancy based on month of testing and Test 6
mean IQ of Xi.
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